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Art Therapist CATA/ACAT
Circle Studios - Hamilton, ON

Apply Now
Save this job

Your resume matches this job

Contract
Circle Studios is looking for an art therapist who is looking for a part time work space!
Clean office space and group space available. Circle Studios offers a vibrant community, and a colourful,
confidential, and inviting counseling office with room for 3, as well as a fold-out table for counseling and art therapy
directives. Encouraging entrepreneurial professionals to contact us! All therapists must have their own insurance and
proof of education.
Circle Studios is a Wellness Center centrally located in downtown Hamilton that supports the holistic health of their
clients. There are 5 studios in one location: hot yoga studio, non-hot yoga studio, therapeutic counselling office,
group workshop studio, and treatment/massage room. Both the therapeutic office and the group space are equipped
with basic art supplies, for therapists who are trained in creative modalities and want to run group
classes/workshops/courses.
Visit our website at www.circlestudios.ca to learn more about us or send us your resume!
Job Type: Contract
Experience:
art therapy: 1 year (Preferred)
Licence:
CATA/ACAT (Preferred)
1 day ago - report job

Other jobs you may like
ESL / English Teacher - Relocate to China. BA / BSc Required.
EF English First Canada
Sponsored
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Therapist
Circle Studios Hamilton, ON
Easily apply to this job
1 day ago

Osteopath/ Manual Therapist
Circle Studios Hamilton, ON
Easily apply to this job
1 day ago

Rehabilitation Therapist
Hamilton Health Sciences Corporation Hamilton, ON
Hamilton Health Sciences Corporation - 1 day ago

Art Therapist
Anderson Therapy Services Hamilton, ON
Easily apply to this job
23 days ago
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